
Two tip sizes accommodate adults and children
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Oral Health Report
Ortho Simulation
Scan-to-print Process

Aoralscan 3
Intraoral Scanner

Standard tip Mini tip

The scan speed is 30% faster than 

the last generation due to Aorals- 

can 3’s drastically upgraded 

scanning technology.

Slimmer and 15% longer autoclavable

scanner tips offer patients with more 

comfortable clinical experience.

The constant optimization and innovation of SHINING 3D‘s hardware and software system, led to

the release of its latest and finest intraoral scanner, Aoralscan 3. 

Aoralscan 3 is suitable for various 

clinical scenarios including acquir- 

ing scan bodies and periodontal 

scans.

Thanks to optimized algorithms and

imaging mechanism, Aoralscan 3

carries out more accurate and 

precise results by 30%, meeting the 

clinical needs of different applica- 

tions.

Capture Digital Impressions in Real Time
Fast, Accurate and Exceptional Scan Performance for
Chair- side Experience

Faster Scan

Longer Scan Tip Greater Scan Depth

More Accurate Scan

15%

Single Arch

25s 30

up to

22 mm

%
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With Aoralscan, I can do part of the preparation and see
how parallel it is or if there is enough space. I can then 

resharpen it, rescan it and that’s the biggest advan- tage,
such a procedure is unthinkable with classic prints.

— ŠTĚPÁN VINKLER, MDDR. the Czech Republic
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Meet Aoralscan 3
Empowering a Highly Efficient Digital Chairside Solution

Dynamic LED
Indicator

Ergonomically
Designed for
Optimal
Handheld
Operation

Light Weight: 240g

Automatic Anti-fogging

Autoclavable (100 times)

One-button Control
Montion Sensing
Control

OPEN
SYSTEM

 

SCAN IN 
30 SEC



WIRELESS
WIRELESS EFFORTLESS LIMITLESS

Go Wireless

Fast and Stable

Long-lasting Battery Life

Next-level Software Functions

Provides a more comfortable
experience for dentist and patient
without restraints from a wired setup.

Built-in Wi-Fi 6 technology enables a
seamless scan experience with fast
and stable data transmission. 

Up to 2 hours of continuous scanning for
each charge, with 3 batteries included.
Enjoy smooth scanning and a seamless
workflow with a long battery life. 

Faster data post-processing speed. Self-
developed, clinic-friendly functions,
including Orthodontic Simulation, Model
Creator, Temp Design, Indirect Bonding
Tray Design, Oral Health Report and Data
Track.

Also Available 

Neater and more user-friendly interface

More flexible workflow

Dentists can scan with minimal contact

with the computer，ensuring a safe and

efficient scan experience.

Automatically identifies and filters out

unnecessary soft tissue data during scanning

resulting in a quicker and cleaner scan

process. 

With powerful and intelligent data processing capabilities, Aoralscan 3 is easy to

maneuver. Even begin- ners can get ideal scan results in minutes. 

User-Friendly
Smart and Intuitive - Smooth Scanning Experience for Dentists

New UI

AI Scan

Motion Sensing 

With Ai Without Ai

The clinical toolkit assists dentists to evaluate and pre-design the

scanned data in their own clinic. It facilitates effective communication

with dental labs to deliver quality dental work with high efficiency. 

Clinical Toolkit

Tooth Marking

Undercut Check Bite Check

Coordinate Adjustment Direct Export into
exocad

Margin Line Auto
Extraction

SHINING 3D‘s cloud data platform enables data transmission, making it

convenient for data transfer and communication between clinics and

dental labs. 

Aoralscan 3 helps streamline the collaboration between clinics and

labs to achieve efficient and effective restorative works.

Efficient Dentist-Technician Collaboration

Standard and Unlimited - Seamless Collaboration for

Dentists and Technicians

Cloud Data Platform
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*Call for price


